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Dear Britt et al.,

Given my interest in Baring Head, I have read your BGD paper in quite some detail, and so thought I’d quickly jot down some review-type comments that occurred to me as I was reading it, and that I hope you will find useful.

Please note that the page and line numbering below refers not to the BGD-formatted document, but to “Stephens_et_al_BHDCO2_Analysis_120915_forsubmission.docx”, which I believe to be essentially the same document.

Kind regards,
Andrew Manning
Andrew.UEA@gmail.com
School of Environmental Sciences
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ
United Kingdom

Last sentence of the abstract: I had to read it 4 times before I think I understood it. Could it perhaps be improved? Text from 'to be detectable...' is the problematic part.

p. 4 - need NDIR in full.

Fig 1 caption - might be helpful to explain reason behind location of the ‘+’ symbol (e.g. why not at BHD itself?) - have read it in the text now - would be helpful to have further explanation about how you went about choosing and verifying the ideal location of the ‘+’

p. 6 - 'almost exclusively experiencing due northerly or southerly winds' - but Fig 1b appears to show 2 clusters (~30%) coming from almost due west. I think you've explained this in previous section, but I wonder if it's possible to show a zoomed in inset of Fig 1b in the vicinity of BHD, showing how these winds turn around? It's rather important, I would think...

Fig 2b caption - haven’t explained what you mean by variability (except to say it’s 1-sigma). Presumably it’s the standard deviation of the mean?

Fig 3 - looks black, not grey, because of the density. Why not just make it and call it black?

Fig 3 caption: end 2nd sentence and begin 3rd sentence, you use the word 'period' with very different meanings. Could change 3rd sentence to 'interval’, but might be
better to expand 2nd sentence to be more clear what is meant by 'entire period' - i.e. steady period. Incidentally, I agree with Rachel Law’s review, that ‘steady interval’ is pretty much a term only used at NIWA, whereas ‘baseline’ or ‘background’ air is more generic. But I also recognise that these terms can be problematic too, with inconsistent and unclear definitions. . .

Fig 3 caption: last sentence, what does 'high-rate' mean?

Fig 4. Worth emphasising in caption that bottom 3 panels all have the same y-axis range.

p. 10 line 20: is ‘counteraction’ a word? In any case, I don’t know what it means. p.10 l.21 - need to add ‘ppm’

p.10 2nd para: very hard to follow. Considering BHD-MLO only, you say that TM3 gives -4.57 ppm, and that -0.38 and -0.87 of that is from high-lat S. Ocean and temperate SH ocean respectively. Next you talk about other processes to get to the observed value of -3.03, but surely what you really need are other processes to get to the modelled value of -4.57? Furthermore, why are these other processes ‘countering’ the first? Seems to me they're in the same direction, since we have -1.25 from first two, and we need to get to -4.57. Perhaps I have missed something? At what point do you talk about the discrepancy between the overall model result (-4.57) and the observations (-3.03)? - In general, I’m very confused by this para. And I have even got to the BHD-SPO discussion... Also, the 'monthly site differences (see next section)' sentence just makes the para even harder to follow - perhaps delete? - One suggestion to consider: perhaps put all these numbers into a table.

Fig 5 caption: Perhaps state is monthly means of 39 yrs of data. I don’t understand 2nd sentence – there must be some very subtle nuance I’m not picking up on - I read 'monthly means of STL seasonal component’ in both! The word 'fit' is in the 1st sentence, but that doesn’t mean anything extra to me?
Fig 6: Would be very insightful to add the observations to this figure, so can see how well TM3 agrees with the observations. The figure is already very busy, so perhaps add the observations as symbols - would have to choose time period of observations to do this, i.e. should you use monthly means as shown in Fig 5, or should you use 2010 data, since TM3 is being forced by 2010 fluxes. I think this could be very helpful.

p. 11 l. 30 - since you’re using US spelling, I think it should be 'cancelation’. But actually, I found a grand mixture of both US and UK (NZ) spelling.

Similarly 'modeled’, p.12 l. 3

p.12 l.13 – Is 'differencing’ a word? Even if it is, it reads somewhat awkwardly.

p.12 l. 19 - need citation.

I think you should perhaps write ’CO2’ in more of the fig captions, e.g. figs 5, 7, 8.

Fig. 8 caption - state green and purple.

p. 13 para 2: what is meant by 'optimal lag'? do you mean you’ve chosen the lag that gave you the highest percentage ENSO correlation of the growth rate variability? This needs to be clarified. And how did you calculate the percentages 23 and 16?


p.14 l.13, comma after Palmer Station.

Write 'Mt.’ in front of 'Pinatubo’ (p. 13+14)

p.14 l.18-22 - 1991-94 decrease in growth rate and corresponding increase in seasonal amplitude could also be an artefact of the STL fit, could it not?

p.15 l.18, if US spelling needs to be 'behavior’

’PgCyr-1’ needs a space between Pg and C, and C and yr-1.

p.17 para 2 end: can you give a concluding sentence at the end of this para? It got a
bit confusing, and was not clear to me what your argument is.
p.18 l.1 - 'labs' in full.
p.18, 'second longest globally' - why not say this in the Introduction and Abstract?
p.18 l.26 'do not appear to be levelling off' - implying what?
p.18 l.27 - need citation(s).
p.19 l.8 change 'effect' to 'effects'

If you wanted to shorten the paper, Fig 8 could possibly go? And Figs 10 and 11 could surely be combined into one? Looks like they won't overlap at all. On the other hand, if you have drawn them separate so that variability is not visibly reduced owing to larger y-axis ranges, then in this case, you could actually zoom in on the ranges even more, especially Fig. 11.

Figures general - some minor tick marks might be helpful on many figures (both x and y axes). And tick marks on top and right hand axes would help a lot too.
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